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The importance of no deforestation has spurred the emergence of several programmes to tackle the issue.
Social Development Will Be Required To Achieve Conservation Goals
THANK YOU!
THE HCS APPROACH: AN INNOVATIVE GLOBAL METHODOLOGY FOR IMPLEMENTING ZERO DEFORESTATION COMMITMENTS

Grant Rosoman
Co-Chair, HCS Approach Steering Group
@Highcarbonstock
Focus Remains..... Identifying Which Areas Are Forest
Methodology Implementation In 3 Phases

Phase 1
Vegetation stratification to identify potential HCS forest areas

Phase 2
HCS forest patch analysis and conservation planning

Phase 3
Achieving forest conservation with stakeholders
Supply Chain Implementation And Future Innovations

- HCS Approach: a practical, unified (convergence), & integrative land use planning tool to implement No Deforestation in the humid tropics
- Millions of ha rainforest prevented from conversion, over 6 Asia Pacific & African countries, cross-commodity (Palm, P&P, rubber, etc), and over 300,000 ha in process of being protected
- Innovative multi-SH private sector initiative – support RSPO implement Zero Deforestation, collaboration with HCV Resource Network, and supports government commitments (GHG emissions reductions, SDGs)
- Forthcoming innovations for - smallholders, supply chain support for protection of HCV/HCS areas, large-scale indicative HCS forest mapping for risk and jurisdictional, broader social requirements and in high forest cover landscapes
For more information:  
www.highcarbonstock.org

or queries to:  info@highcarbonstock.org
DATA INNOVATIONS FOR IMPACT
IDENTIFYING STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION

Sarah Lake
Head of Supply Chains Programme, Global Canopy Programme
Our Approach

- Supply Chain Traceability
- Company Performance
- Sustainable Finance
Linking Actors To Impacts And Opportunities

Prototype: Indonesia CPO Exports (2016)
Identifying Strategic Partnerships
THANK YOU

Sarah Lake
Global Canopy Programme & Trase
S.Lake@Globalcanopy.org
PARTNERSHIPS FOR ZERO DEFORESTATION

Nienke Stam
Senior Program Manager, IDH Sustainable Trade Initiative
@NienkeStamIDH
Background on Liberia’s Oil Palm Concessions

- Concession agreements 2008/2009 with RSPO member companies require 20% of land as outgrower scheme;
  - Investment in the outgrower scheme to be mobilised by Government of Liberia;
- Companies perform HCV and HCS assessments, and develop on ‘degraded land and degraded forest’ only;
  - Long term impact of development on forests and on community livelihood and food security remains a concern;
• 29 mln
• 4,000

PRODUCTION

• 20,000
• 50/Ha

PROTECTION

• 6–8
• 2,500

INCLUSION
Community FPIC Based Decision

Community Oil Palm & Forest Protection
Information poster

Community land use
The community should have enough land for community oil palm farm (min. 250 ha), forest protection (min. 1,250 ha) and future farm land.

GVL Management
Until the loan is repaid, GVL will run the farm for the community. Those working on the farm will receive salaries.

A community decision
The whole community decides whether to join the program, how to protect the forest, distribute income from fruit sales, etc.

15 years
Until the loan is repaid, GVL will run the farm for the community. Those working on the farm will receive salaries.

Support before deciding
The Program will support the community to set-up a legal management organization, develop a forest protection plan and legal advice before deciding if it wants to sign the loan agreement and the forest protection agreement.

Forest protection
The whole community decides whether to join the program, how to protect the forest, distribute income from fruit sales, etc.

For more information, kindly contact:
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Christopher Stewart
Head of Environment and Sustainability, Olam